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The word crisis enables us to study a wide range of adversity but usually it is crucial on 
international issues and conflicts. It includes: hurricanes and floods; earthquake and tsunami; 
financial meltdowns and surprise attacks; terrorist attacks and hostage takings; environmental 
threats and exploding factories; infrastructural and organizational declines and specially war. 
 
        “Systemic definitions focus upon the international Characteristics of crisis. If this is the 
case, then 'a Crisis is the most intense and dramatic form of Conflict in the international system, 
short was a crisis of this kind can usefully be conceived as international conflict in microcosm’. 
(Book, Decision Making during International Crises. By: Jonathw M. Roberts).”   
 
Crisis involves a sequence of interactions between the governments of two or more sovereign 
states in severe conflict, actual war, but involving the perception of a dangerously high 
probability of war. 
 
Managing crisis is a difficult task and managers of it can face different obstacles that intense the 
conflict between states further. Sometimes material realities become as obstacle or sometime 
ground or hidden realities bound any state to properly manage or to resist a conflict or war. There 
are a number of facts that effects severely on the crisis management, core of them are to be 
discussed. 
 
The first major challenge or obstacle in crisis management is lack of identification and 
monitoring all threats and risks that can arise from conflicts lead to weak strategy to control any 
crisis. Decline in crisis communications is another obstacle as objective communication is a 
crucial element in emergency or crisis management and should assume as a central role in 
disaster preparedness. Proper communication establishes confidence in the ability of an 
organization to deal with a crisis and to bring about a satisfactory conclusion. 
 
Role of decision maker at the time of crisis is unavoidable reality. It includes neglect of 
responsibility, but also responsibility so ambiguously delegated that action gets lost. Time factor 
and duration of crisis is related to decision making and it is an important factor. A problem is 
that 'short time’ cannot be specified, especially at the onset of a crisis. Decision makers have no 
idea at that stage how long the crisis will last, but they do know that they face what they perceive 
to be a high threat and the possibility of military hostilities. This instills in them the need for 
quick decisions in order to pre-empt or quickly counteract the actions of the opponent and lack of 
these decisions works as obstacle in managing crisis. 
 
Others obstacles include: lull in conflict; threat of security, in which there is a severe 'security 
dilemma’ is present or the management exaggerates this term for their interests; crisis of 
deception occurs when management conceals or misinterprets information about itself and its 
dealings with the situation; illegitimate or excessive use of force; neglecting costs and risks of 
using force; distrust among parties; overlooking ripe moments for negotiations; placement of less 
experienced parties with more experienced ones and failed mediation, disputants may unwilling 
to try it again even when conditions are better. 
 
Moreover, negative persuasions and perceptions are shown to public or nations to encourage 
crisis to be continued for a specific time to gain the personal interests like, selling of weapons by 
lobbies to generate revenue or other benefits are concerned. These all obstacles accelerate crisis 
more and results often in destruction. 
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